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The Conspiracy Theories
murdered: Princess Diana was murdered by the royal family.
basement: Hillary Clinton is the leader of a child sex ring run from a
pizza restaurant.
drones: All birds were destroyed and replaced by drones that are watching
our every move.
secret codes: Foreign agents rip jeans in code to deliver secret
messages.
chemtrails: Airplanes are dumping chemicals on us to make us obey.
mind control: The US military developed mind control weapons at the Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Program based in Alaska.
overlords: The Earth is actually controlled by shapeshifting reptile
aliens.
fixed: All sports games are fixed. Or maybe just most of them.
vaccines: They're putting COVID-19 vaccines in salad dressing.
flat: The Earth is flat.
Area 51: The US Air Force is studying UFOs or meeting with
extraterrestrials at this classified base.
stolen: US President Joe Biden stole the 2020 presidential election.
add your own: What conspiracy theories have you heard that aren't
included here? Write in your own!
military plot: The 2011 Joplin, Missouri, tornado was caused by the US
military.
Kenyan: US President Barack Obama was not born in the US.
denial: Climate change is a hoax.
covid: The COVID-19 vaccine contains a microchip.
false flag: 9/11 was an inside job.
CIA: The CIA murdered US President John F. Kennedy.
invasion: The UN will invade the US in black helicopters, take over and
install the New World Order.
still sailing: The Titanic didn't sink.
fake: The moon landing wasn't real - it was filmed in
husband: Jesus and Mary Magdalene got married and had
scam: New Coke was formulated so people would hate it
for Classic Coke.
fluoride: Adding fluoride to drinking water to reduce
Communist plot.
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